
DAVIDE PASTI
dp1265@nyu.edu

PRODUCTION EXPERIENCE

Instinct de mort (death drive) - Tisch Asia - Singapore 2012 
Director and lead actor, HD, 15:06  https://vimeo.com/51936156 (password: instinct)

Strong performances, visually superb, for this simple modern tragedy.

The dog trial - Tisch Asia - Singapore 2011
Director and lead actor, HD, 10:02  https://vimeo.com/27005985 (password: dogtrial)

An ambitious adaptation of the Kafka's book " The Trial ".

Wendy - Tisch Asia - Singapore 2010
Director, MiniDv, 8:34 

An original horror movie, mixing documentary style and fiction. An example of the experience accumulated 
by Davide Pasti in the direction of actors.  

Even if the sky is falling down - TIsch Asia - Singapore 2010
Director, MiniDv, 7:33 

It's a touching documentary about a down syndrome kid that has to compete with his normal classmates in 
a singing contest. 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Melissa P. - Sony international – Roma 2005
Co-star, 90min,

Davide Pasti on  an important movie produced by Sony International directed by a debutant Luca 
Guadagnino, later acclaimed (also in US) with " I am love ". It has been an incredible chance to observe a 
talented author directs awarded actors from Maria Valverde and Gerarldine Chaplin to the palm d'or Elio 
Germano. 

Tra cielo e terra - Giacomo Leopardi - Parma 2003
Co-star, 89min 

An opportunity to understand the rules of melodrama in this classical italian period movie set during the 2nd 
World War in the stunning landscape of the Po river, where Giuseppe Verdi was born.

Giovani - Istituto Luce - Parma 2001 
Leading role, HD, 82min, Salerno International Film Festival best movie

Davide Pasti's first experience as an actor: a privileged position to understand the film making process 
from within and the opportunity to work with awarded actors as Lina Sastri and Massimo Wertmuller. 

EDUCATION
New York University, Tisch Asia School of the Arts, MFA film production, 

2009/2012

University La Sapienza, Rome, Italy - Master Degree in Communication Science 

2000/2006

https://vimeo.com/51936156
https://vimeo.com/27005985


Workshop in directing at the Scuola Nazionale di Cinema (SNC) in Rome.

2002/2003

OTHER SKILLS
Languages
english, italian. 

Computer skills
Final Cut Pro, Avid, Da Vinci resolve,  Ep scheduling and budget. 

 


